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Abstract
In this work we deal with a finite element approach to the modified
strain gradient theory, which will be used to describe size dependent material behavior within the framework of an elastic theory. The couple stress-,
strain gradient-, and material surface theories are analyzed in context with
beam bending. The derivation of a variational formulation of the modified
strain gradient theory is presented and implemented in an open-source FEenvironment for solution. By using an atomic force microscope to record force
and deflection data of micro-cantilevers made of the material epoxy, a size effect is revealed and higher-order material coefficients could be measured and
obtained.

Introduction
Driven by miniaturization and by the quest for reducing the costs of materials the
simulation and the valuation of reliability of engineering materials grows in importance. Size effects in elasticity need to be accounted for, either in a physically
detailed manner, or as an alternative technique of homogenization. Materials with
intrinsic micro- or nano-structure may show size-dependent material behavior, which
is reflected by a stiffer or softer elastic response to external forces when the size of
the material body is reduced. This has been observed in several experiments on
metals and polymers, for example, in copper [8], silver [15], zinc oxide [21], lead [4],
carbon nanotubes [20], epoxy [3] and polypropylene [16]. Conventional (Cauchy-)
continuum theory is unable to predict size effects. Several continua of higher order
were proposed in the literature, such as non-local theories [7], strain gradient theories [18], micropolar theories [5, 19], theories of material surfaces [10] or fractional
continuum mechanics [2].

1

Some continuum mechanical theories of higher
order

With respect to size effects we distinguish between micromorphic and strain gradient
theories [7] as an extension to the conventional Cauchy continuum. Additionally,
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the theory of elastic material surfaces [10] is taken into account. The origin of generalized continua is detailed in [1]. By quoting Eringen (cf. [6], pp. 33) we may
state that “a micromorphic continuum may be thought of as a classical continuum
to each point of which is associated another continuum.” The additional continuum,
thought as a continuous distribution of deformable point particles, is restricted to
homogeneous deformations1 . The intrinsic deformation of the point particles is described by directors, which are first-order tensors “attached” to each material point.
A second-order tensor Qij maps the particle’s orientation and deformation between
different configurations. In the special case of a micropolar continuum, Qij is an
arbitrary proper orthogonal tensor. The point particles are restricted to rotations
only. In the Couple Stress-, or pseudo-Cosserat continuum (CS), the rotational
degree of freedom ϕi of the associated continuum is related to the macroscopic rotation vector 21 ijk uk ,j , where use is made of the summation convention on repeated
indices. In what follows comma separated indices denote partial spatial derivatives
with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system defined in the current frame.
The theory of material surfaces, a.k.a. Surface Elasticity (SE), captures surface characteristics that may differ from those of the volume. For example, these differences
are caused by surface oxidation, aging, coating, atomic and molecular rearrangement or even surface roughness. Discrete formulae for the problem of simple beam
bending are given, using the Euler-Bernoulli assumptions for the displacement
field ui . From these relations, generalized elastic moduli for isotropic materials of
the CS- and SE theory read [22, 17]:




2
`2
surf 6
(1)
+
,
ECS = E 1 + 6 2 , ESE = E + E
T
T
W
where E denotes the conventional Young’s modulus, and T the thickness of beams
with rectangular cross-sections, W being their width, and `, as well as E surf the
corresponding additional material parameters of the underlying higher order theory.
In contrast to micromorphic continua and to the theory of material surfaces,
the idea behind Strain Gradient theories (SG) is the extension of the kinematic
variables by defining second order derivatives of the displacement vector, without
introducing additional degrees of freedom. Hence, the gradient of the small strain
tensor η̃ijk = εkj ,i is used explicitly in the strain energy density u and it is connected
to stress measures as follows [18]:
uSG = u(εij , η̃ijk ) ,

σij =

∂uSG
∂uSG
, µijk =
,
∂εij
∂ η̃ijk

(2)

where σij denotes the Cauchy stress tensor and µijk the higher-order stress tensors.

2

The Modified Strain Gradient theory (MSG)

The decomposition of η̃ijk in combination with utilizing the macroscopic rotation
vector ϕi results in a reduction of independent additional material parameters from
five down to three. Fleck & Hutchinson (1997) [9] first introduced independent
1
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The displacement gradient is constant for the (sub-)body.
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metrics of ηijk = uk ,ij and decomposed the second order displacement gradient into
A
its symmetric and anti-symmetric part, η̄¯ijk and ηijk
:
η̄¯ijk = 31 (uk ,ij + ui,jk + uj ,ki ) ,

A
= 23 (ikl η̄lj + jkl η̄li ) ,
ηijk

(3)

where η̄ij = ϕi,j is the gradient of rotation (decomposed into its symmetric and
anti-symmetric part, χSij and χA
ij as well):
S
1
1
η̄ij = 12 ilk uk ,lj , ϕi = 21 ilk uk ,l , χA
ij = 2 (ϕi,j − ϕj ,i ) , χij = 2 (ϕi,j + ϕj ,i ) , (4)

ilk being the alternating tensor (Levi-Civita symbol). η̄¯ijk is further decomposed
(0)
(1)
(0)
into its spherical and deviatoric parts, ηijk and ηijk . ηijk is related to χA
ij and the
dilatation gradient εmm,i in the following manner [9]:
(0)
ηijk = 51 (δij η̄¯mmk + δjk η̄¯mmi + δki η̄¯mmj ) , η̄¯mmi = εmm,i + 23 iln χA
ln .

(5)

By assuming symmetry of the couple stress tensor µij , the anti-symmetric part of
the gradient of rotation does not influence the strain energy, as shown in [13, 22]. A
linear strain energy density for nonsimple isotropic materials of the modified gradient
type reads:
(1)

(1) (1)

uMSG = û(εij , εmm,i , ηijk , χSij ) = 21 σij εij + 12 pi εmm,i + 12 µijk ηijk + 21 µij χSij ,

(6)

and the corresponding work-conjugated stress measures are:
∂uMSG
∂uMSG
= λεkk δij + 2µεij , pi =
= 2µ`20 εmm,i
σij =
∂εij
∂εnn,i
MSG
∂u
∂uMSG
(1)
2 (1)
= 2µ`22 χSij .
µijk =
=
2µ`
η
,
µ
=
ij
1 ijk
S
(1)
∂χ
∂ηijk
ij

(7)

λ and µ are Lamé’s constants, whereas `0 = `1 = `2 = ` denote the additional material
length scale parameters, which are chosen to be equal to ` without providing further
arguments.

3

Finite element approach

A solution strategy for the modified strain gradient theory is presented using finite
elements in context with the open-source FE-project FEniCS© , [14]. It allows to
directly implement variational formulations of partial differential equations.

3.1

Variational formulation of MSG theory

The starting point is the local form of the equilibrium equation of the linear momentum of MSG theory, given by [12]:
(1)

σik ,i − pi,ik − µijk ,ij − 21 jlk µij ,il + fk = ρük .

(8)

The variational formulation of the strain energy in a global formulation results after
multiplication of an arbitrary first-order tensor function for displacements (so-called
test function) δuk :
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»

(1)
µijk ,ij δuk

σik ,i δuk − pi,ik δuk −

−

1
 µ δuk
2 jlk ij ,il



dV = 0 ,

(9)

V

where the body-force vector fk is set to be equal to zero and static conditions are
assumed. In view of the so-called test function uk , Eqn. (9) represents a partial
differential equation of fourth order. Reduction from fourth-order to a third-order
differential equation is achieved by applying, first, the product rule for differentiation
to each summand:

»

»

»

(σik δuk ),i dV −

σik ,i δuk dV =

»

»

(pi,i δuk ),k dV −

pi,ik δuk dV =

»V
»

»

V

V

V

σik δuk ,i dV ,

»

=

»

V

»

V

V

(1)
µijk ,ij δuk dV

pi,i δuk ,k dV ,

(1)
µijk ,i δuk



dV −
,j

V

1
 µ δuk dV
2 jlk ij ,il

»

V
1
 µ δuk ,l
2 jlk ij ,i



=

V

(10)
(1)
µijk ,i δuk ,j dV

dV −

,

1
 µ δuk ,l dV
2 jlk ij ,i

,

V

V

and, second, Gauss’ theorem to transform volume into surface integrals:

»

¾

σik δuk ni dA −

σik ,i δuk dV =

»

¾

V

»V

σik δuk ,i dV ,

»

V

∂V

pi,i δuk nk dA −

pi,ik δuk dV =

»

»

¾

V

∂V

(1)
µijk ,ij δuk dV

=

¾

V

pi,i δuk ,k dV ,

(1)
µijk ,i δuk nj dA

V

=

(11)
(1)
µijk ,i δuk ,j dV

−

»

V

∂V

1
 µ δuk dV
2 jlk ij ,il

»

1
 µ δuk nl dA
2 jlk ij ,i

−

,

1
 µ δuk ,l dV
2 jlk ij ,i

.

V

∂V

The reduction from a third-order to a second-order differential equation is achieved
by a second manipulation of this kind to Eqns. (11)2 , (11)3 and (11)4 :

»

¾

pi δuk ,k ni dA −

pi,i δuk ,k dV =

¾

»V
»
V

(1)
µijk ,i δuk ,j dV

=

¾

∂V

=
∂V

pi δuk ,ki dV ,
V

∂V

V
1
 µ δuk ,l dV
2 jlk ij ,i

»

(1)
µijk δuk ,j ni dA

»

−

(1)

µijk δuk ,ji dV ,

»

V
1
 µ δuk ,l ni dA
2 jlk ij

−

1
 µ δuk ,li dV
2 jlk ij

(12)
.

V

We now insert Eqns. (11) and (12) into (9) and separate volume from surface integrals:
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−

¾

»

σik δuk ,i + pi δuk ,ki +

(1)
µijk δuk ,ji

+

1
 µ δuk ,li
2 jlk ij



dV =

V




(1)
−σik ni δuk + pi,i nk δuk + µijk ,i nj δuk + 21 jlk µij ,i nl δuk dA −

¾

∂V



(13)


(1)
pi ni δuk ,k + µijk ni δuk ,j + 12 jlk µij ni δuk ,l dA .

∂V

We identify the resulting boundary conditions for the surface-traction vector t̄k :

¾




(1)
σik ni − pi,i nk − µijk ,i nj − 21 jlk µij ,i nl δuk dA =

¾

∂V

∂V



(1)
µlik ,l

1
 µ
2 jik lj ,l



(14)

looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
σik − pj ,j δik −

−

ni δuk dA ,

t̄k

the surface double-traction tensor m̄jk , as well as the surface dilatation vector p̄i :

¾



pi ni δuk ,k +

(1)
µijk ni δuk ,j

+

1
 µ n δuk ,l
2 jlk ij i



dA =

¾ ∂V
¾

(1)
1
pi on ni δuk ,k dA +
µijk + 2 ljk µil ni δuk ,j dA .
loomo
loooooooooomoooooooooon
p̄
∂V
∂V
i

(15)

m̄jk

m̄jk and p̄i are set equal to zero, since in practice they are difficult to realize and
apply anyway. The final variational formulation of the MSG theory reads:

»
V

3.2

σik δuk ,i + pi δuk ,ki +

(1)
µijk δuk ,ji

+

1
 µ δuk ,li
2 jlk ij



¾
dV =

t̄k δuk dA .

(16)

∂V

Model implementation and boundary conditions

We follow a three-dimensional elasto-static finite element analysis of a cantilever
beam (clamped on one side). Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to the
surface at x = 0, and a surface-traction vector t̄k = (0, 0, F/A) acts on the surface
at x = L, where F and A are a single point force and the cross-sectional area
of the beam, respectively, cf. Fig. (1). The Galerkin method is used for spatial
discretization. The mesh consists of equidistantly distributed tetrahedral continuous
Lagrange elements with a polynomial degree of two, corresponding to the order
of the resulting partial differential equation (16). The system matrix is solved by
using the method of Gaussian elimination (LU, for a lower/upper decomposition)
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with low effort in time. The conventional elastic coefficients were chosen to be
E = 3.8 GPa and ν = 0.38, which are suitable for the material epoxy [11].

z

y
x

Figure 1: Mesh and deformation of a cantilever beam calculated in FeniCS© .

3.3

Analysis of the FE model

In a post-processing algorithm of the numerical solution, the present FE-model is
analyzed regarding to the behavior of the higher-order stress measures presented in
Eqn. (7). In addition to the deflection uz we calculate the following quantities:
 the y-component of the rotation vector: ϕy = 12 yij uj ,i ,
 an equivalent dilatation stress:
 an equivalent couple stress:
 an equivalent strain:

peqv =

µeqv =

εeqv =

` pi pi ,

`µij µij ,

`εij εij ,

 and an equivalent double-stress:

(1)
µeqv

=

b

(1) (1)

µijk µijk ,

each along a line at y = W/2 and z = T (cf. Fig. (2), (3) and (4)), where T is the
thickness of the beam.

Figure 2: Deflections and equivalent strains along the line at z = T .
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Figure 3: y-component of the rotation vectors and equivalent double-stresses.

Figure 4: Equivalent couple stresses and equivalent dilatation stresses.
If ` is set equal to zero (`=1x10 15 m), the solutions converge to the classical con(1)
tinuum solution, where there is no peqv , µeqv , and µeqv . If ` is increased, uz , ϕy and
εeqv decrease, while the corresponding higher-order stress measures peqv , µeqv , and
(1)
µeqv increase. The deviations close to the beam coordinate at x = 0 in Fig’s. (2), (3)
and (4) are caused by a more complex stress state due to the boundary condition
that is used for the clamped surface.

4

Experimental analysis

Static bending tests were performed on freestanding micro-beam structures made of
epoxy. A load of 0.5 < F < 250 µN was applied by using an off-axis laser-reflective
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and deflections of 40 nm < w < 10.0 µm were
recorded. By assuming rectangular cross-sections of the specimens, the classical
relation,
4L3 F
(17)
E∗ =
,
WT3 w
between the AFM measures (F/w) and the elastic modulus from the measurement
E ∗ was used, where L is the length of the beam. The specimens had ratios of width
to thickness of W/T ≈ 2–5 and length to thickness of L/T ≈ 15–40.
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5

Results and conclusions

Figure 5: Results of the experiments, the couple stress model (Eqn. (1)1 ), the surface
elastic model (Eqn. (1)2 ) and the finite element approach of the MSG theory

The results for the increasing elastic moduli are in very good agreement to the results
of the couple stress and the surface elasticity analysis (both based on the EulerBernoulli assumptions) and to the AFM-experiments as well. The method of least
squares gives the following values for the bulk elastic modulus and the corresponding
additional material parameter: E = 3.93 GPa and ` = 7.75 µm for the CS theory
and E = 3.37 GPa and E surf = 1.3 kN/m for the surface theory of elasticity. The
FE-model for the MSG theory gives proper results in case of E = 3.7 GPa and
` = 7.9 µm, see Fig. (5).
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